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ON THE ROUGH-PATHS APPROACH TO NON-COMMUTATIVE
STOCHASTIC CALCULUS
AURÉLIEN DEYA AND RENÉ SCHOTT
Abstract. We study different possibilities to apply the principles of rough paths theory in a
non-commutative probability setting. First, we extend previous results obtained by Capitaine,
Donati-Martin and Victoir in Lyons’ original formulation of rough paths theory. Then we settle
the bases of an alternative non-commutative integration procedure, in the spirit of Gubinelli’s
controlled paths theory, and which allows us to revisit the constructions of Biane and Speicher
in the free Brownian case. New approximation results are also derived from the strategy.
1. Introduction
Within the last fifteen years, rough paths theory have shed a drastically new light on the bases
of stochastic calculus. It has led to a far better understanding (not to say an unprecedented
interpretation in some cases) of systems such that
dY it =
n∑
j=1
σij(Yt) dX
j
t , σ
i
j : R
m → R , i = 1, . . . ,m, (1)
for a large class of continuous stochastic processes X : Ω× [0, T ]→ Rn (see [17] for a thourough
account on the theory). One of the core principles of the approach can be somehow summed up
as follows: the whole dynamics of the system (1) is encoded through a certain number of iterated
integrals of X, i.e.,
∫
dX,
∫∫
dX ⊗ dX, ∫∫∫ dX ⊗ dX ⊗ dX, etc. Thus, a good comprehension
of these objects allows one to define and solve (1) in a natural and completely deterministic
way, and it also immediately yields continuity results for the equation (i.e., when Y is seen as a
function of the noise X). As a spectacular application, the method made it possible to handle
systems driven by non-martingale Gaussian processes and which were ruled out by any other
approach to stochastic calculus (see [17, Chapter 15]).
When X is a standard Brownian motion, it is a well-known fact that only the first two iterated
integrals are required by the rough paths procedure, that is to say the machinery only involves
the process together with its Lévy area
(
∫∫
dX ⊗ dX)ijs,t :=
∫ t
s
∫ u
s
dXiv dX
j
u, i, j = 1, . . . , n,
understood in Itô or Stratonovich sense. In particular, the solution of (1) is known to be a
continuous functional of the pair (X,
∫∫
dX ⊗ dX), which provides us with a fresh perpective on
many results of stochastic analysis: large deviation principles, support theorems, approximation
schemes, etc.
The rough-paths strategy has been extended to several non-standard stochastic systems within
the last few years, proving the great flexibility of its main principles: delay equations [27],
Volterra systems [13], backward SDEs [14] or stochastic PDEs [19, 11, 21], not to mention but
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a few extensions. In the present paper, we propose to make one step further in this direction
by adapting the outlines of the theory in a radically different background: the non-commutative
probability setting.
The foundations of non-commutative stochastic calculus, at least when applied to the central
free Brownian motion, have been essentially laid by Biane and Speicher in [2], although some
pioneering ideas go back to [24, 29]. These constructions have since provided a rigourous math-
ematical framework to study free Gibbs states [3] as well as numerous free SDEs connected with
large random matrices models [8, 10, 20, 22] (see also [23] for an application to the development
of free Malliavin calculus). Even if the notion of a non-commutative process is at first sight very
different from the definition of a standard real-valued stochastic process, Biane and Speicher have
shown that many classical results surprisingly admit direct counterparts in the non-commutative
setting. Thus, one recovers the natural construction procedure towards a stochastic integral∫
U · dX · V , and then the existence of a Burkholder-Gundy type inequality, Itô’s formula, etc.
In this context, the aim of the paper is therefore twofold:
1)We wish to illustrate the adaptability of the rough-paths ideas through a non-standard setting,
with in particular the exhibition of a suitable notion of ’non-commutative’ Lévy area.
2) It gives us the opportunity to revisit the constructions of [2] via an alternative approach, with
new approximation results as a spin-off of the strategy.
It is worth mentioning that some attempts to apply rough-paths ideas in the non-commutative
setting were already made by Capitaine and Donati-Martin in [7] and then by Victoir in [30],
following Lyons’ original formulation of the theory (as it is reported in [25]). We shall briefly
review their approach in a first part of the paper (Section 3) and show how their results actually
extend beyond the free Brownian motion case to the so-called q-Brownian motion, for every
q ∈ (−1, 1).
Nevertheless, while trying to apply the results of [7, 30] to different concrete equations, it soon
appeared to us that the classical rough-paths approach used in the latter references had a limited
scope. Indeed, at this point, it turns out that the assumptions in Lyons’ theory cannot cover
some of the most common non-commutative differential equations, namely equations of the form
Y0 = A , dYt =
m∑
i=1
fi(Yt) · dXt · gi(Yt), (2)
where X : [0, T ] → A is a non-commutative Hölder process (see Section 2), fi(Yt), gi(Yt) are
understood in the functional calculus sense and · refers to the algebra product (see Section 2 for
details on these notions).
In order to overcome this difficulty and to be able to handle (2), we have then turned to (a
suitable adaptation of) an alternative approach due to Gubinelli for standard rough systems
[18] and often called controlled paths theory. This nice combination of algebraic and analytical
structures will prove to be sufficiently flexible for us to settle the bases of an efficient integration
procedure, which takes the specificities of (2) into account and also immediately extends the
classical Lebesgue integration theory.
When applied to a free Brownian motion X, our considerations consistently overlap with the
constructions of Biane and Speicher, as reported in Section 5. They also cast new light on the
Itô/Stratonovich comparison of non-commutative integrals, as well as on the approximation issue
of equation (2) (i.e., when X is replaced with a smooth approximation Xn).
To be more specific, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we label a few basic
definitions related to the framework of our study, i.e., the non-commutative probability setting.
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Some additional details regarding tensor product of non-commutative probability spaces and
functional calculus are also provided for further use. In Section 3, we briefly recall the main
principles of Lyons’ original rough paths theory and then extend previous results obtained in this
background. Section 4 contains the core of our study: with the help of a few fundamental tools
borrowed from Gubinelli’s controlled paths theory, we construct a general integration procedure
with respect to a non-commutative Hölder path X. Some continuity results are also naturally
derived from the strategy, in the spirit of the classical rough paths theory. Application to the
free Brownian motion is finally examined in Section 5, which also contains a discussion on some
possible future extensions of our approach.
2. Non-commutative probability spaces
The non-commutative probability setting naturally arises from the asymptotic study of random
matrices with size tending to infinity, following the breakthrough of Voiculescu [32]. For the sake
of conciseness, we shall however not elaborate on the close links between large random matrices
and non-commutative probability theory, and we refer the reader to [1] for further details on
this point. We will here content ourselves with a direct introduction of this abstract framework,
which appears as a particular aspect of the general C∗-algebra theory.
2.1. Non-commutative probability theory in a nutshell. A non-commutative probability
space is a von Neumann algebra A (that is, an algebra of bounded operators on a complex
separable Hilbert space, closed under adjoint and convergence in the weak operator topology)
equipped with a trace ϕ, that is, a unital linear functional (meaning preserving the identity)
which is weakly continuous, positive (meaning ϕ(X) ≥ 0 whenever X is a non-negative element
of A; i.e. whenever X = Y Y ∗ for some Y ∈ A), faithful (meaning that if ϕ(Y Y ∗) = 0 then
Y = 0), and tracial (meaning that ϕ(XY ) = ϕ(Y X) for all X,Y ∈ A, even though in general
XY 6= Y X).
Unless otherwise specified, the notation ‖.‖ will henceforth refer to the operator norm in A.
Note that we will also appeal to the Lp(ϕ) norms (p ≥ 1) in our study, defined as
‖X‖Lp(ϕ) :=
(
ϕ(|X|p))1/p , |X| := √XX∗,
with the following basic properties in mind (see e.g. [28, Proposition 3.7]):
‖X‖ := lim
p→∞ ‖X‖Lp(ϕ). (3)
In a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ), we refer to the self-adjoint elements of the
algebra as random variables. Any random variable X has a law: this is the unique compactly
supported probability measure µ on R with the same moments as X; in other words, µ is such
that ∫
R
Q(x)dµ(x) = ϕ(Q(X)), (4)
for any real polynomial Q. Thus, and as in the classical probability theory, the focus is more
on the laws (which, in this context, is equivalent to the sequence of moments) of the random
variables than on the underlying space (A, ϕ) itself. For instance, we say that a sequence {Xk}k≥1
of random variables such that Xk ∈ (Ak, ϕk) converges to X ∈ (A, ϕ) if, for every positive integer
r, one has ϕk(X
r
k) → ϕ(Xr) as k → ∞. In the same way, we consider here that any family
{X(i)}i∈I of random variables on (A, ϕ) is ‘characterized’ by the set of all of its joint moments
ϕ(X(i1) · · ·X(ir)) (i1, . . . , ir ∈ I, r ∈ N), and we say that {X(i)k }i∈I converges to {X(i)}i∈I (when
k →∞) if the convergence of the joint moments holds true (see [28, Lecture 4] for further details
on non-commutative random systems).
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Let us now recall the definition of one of the nicest examples of a non-commutative process,
introduced by Bożejko and Speicher in [6] (see also [5]), and which will serve us as a guiding
example: the q-Brownian motion.
Definition 2.1. 1. Let r be an even integer. A pairing of {1, . . . , r} is any partition of {1, . . . , r}
into r/2 disjoint subsets, each of cardinality 2. We denote by P2({1, . . . , r}) the set of all pairings
of {1, . . . , r}.
2. When π ∈ P2({1, . . . , r}), a crossing in π is any set of the form {{x1, y1}, {x2, y2}} with
{xi, yi} ∈ π and x1 < x2 < y1 < y2. The number of such crossings is denoted by Cr(π).
Definition 2.2. Fix q ∈ (−1, 1). A q-Brownian motion on some non-commutative probability
space (A, ϕ) is a collection {Xt}t≥0 of random variables on (A, ϕ) satisfying that, for every
integer r ≥1 and every t1, . . . , tr ≥ 0,
ϕ
(
Xt1 · · ·Xtr
)
=
∑
π∈P2({1,...,r})
qCr(π)
∏
{i,j}∈π
(ti ∧ tj). (5)
Remark 2.3. Similarly to the classical Brownian case, we can actually rely on a suitable isometry
property to continuously extend X to a map X : L2(R+) → A such that X(1[a,b]) := Xb −Xa.
Formula (5) then becomes: for all f1, . . . , fr ∈ L2(R+),
ϕ
(
X(f1) · · ·X(fr)
)
=
∑
π∈P2({1,...,r})
qCr(π)
∏
{i,j}∈π
〈fi, fj〉L2(R). (6)
Let us also quote a few basic properties of these processes (see e.g. [5]):
Proposition 2.4. Fix q ∈ (−1, 1) and let {Xt}t≥0 be a q-Brownian motion defined on some
non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ). Then for every 0 ≤ s < t, Xt − Xs ∼
√
t− sX1.
Moreover, the law νq of X1 is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure; its
density is supported on
[ −2√
1−q ,
2√
1−q
]
and is given, within this interval, by
νq(dx) =
1
π
√
1− q sin θ
∞∏
n=1
(1− qn)|1− qne2iθ|2, where x = 2cos θ√
1− q with θ ∈ [0, π].
Remark 2.5. Due to Proposition 2.4, it holds that for each fixed q ∈ (−1, 1), the q-Brownian
motion {Xt}t≥0 is a 12 -Hölder path in A, i.e., for each T > 0,
sup
s<t∈[0,T ]
‖Xt −Xs‖
|t− s|1/2
< ∞.
The law ν0 corresponds to the celebrated semicircular distribution, and the 0-Brownian motion
is more commonly known as the free Brownian motion. It is the central object in the very rich
free probability theory, which incorporates, in a non-commutative setting, the additional notion
of free independence:
Definition 2.6. Let A1, . . . ,Ap be unital subalgebras of A. Let X1, . . . ,Xm be elements chosen
among the Ai’s such that, for 1 ≤ j < m, two consecutive elements Xj and Xj+1 do not come
from the same Ai, and such that ϕ(Xj) = 0 for each j. The subalgebras A1, . . . ,Ap are said to
be free or freely independent if, in this circumstance,
ϕ(X1X2 · · ·Xm) = 0. (7)
Random variables are then called freely independent if the unital algebras they generate are freely
independent.
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With this definition in mind, and in a similar way to the classical Brownian motion case, the
free Brownian X can then be characterized by the following conditions: (i) X0 = 0 and for every
t > 0, Xt is a random variable; (ii) the disjoint increments of X are freely independent; (iii) for
all s < t, 1√
t−s(Xt −Xs) is distributed according to ν0.
By letting q vary between 0 and 1, the q-Brownian motion therefore provides us with a nice
interpolation between the respective central objects of the free (q = 0) and the classical (q → 1)
probability theories.
2.2. Tensor products. The tensor product of (A, ϕ) with itself is at the very core of our study
for two reasons. First, in Lyons’ classical rough paths theory (which will guide us in Section
3), it is the space accomodating the fundamental Lévy area. Then, in Section 4, it will appear
through the convenient notion of biprocesses, following the considerations of [2].
We fix a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ) and denote by A⊗A the algebraic tensor
product of A. This space can be turned into a C∗-algebra in two (similar) ways, that will both
intervene in the sequel:
(i) Config. 1: set
(U1 ⊗ U2) · (V1 ⊗ V2) := (U1 · V1)⊗ (U2 · V2) , (U ⊗ V )∗ := U∗ ⊗ V ∗.
(ii) Config. 2: set
(U1 ⊗ U2) · (V1 ⊗ V2) := (U1 · V1)⊗ (V2 · U2) , (U ⊗ V )∗ := V ∗ ⊗ U∗.
We will also make use of the following notations: for U1, U2, U3,X ∈ A, define
(U1 ⊗ U2)♯X = X♯(U1 ⊗ U2) := U1XU2,
and
X♯(U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ U3) := (U1XU2)⊗ U3 , (U1 ⊗ U2 ⊗ U3)♯X := U1 ⊗ (U2XU3).
Now, it is a well-known phenomenon that the completion of A ⊗ A can be done in many
different and possibly non-equivalent ways (see e.g. [26]). In what follows, we will resort to the
following standard completion procedures:
(i) The projective tensor product A⊗ˆA, obtained as the completion of A⊗A with respect to the
norm
‖U‖A⊗ˆA := inf
∑
i
‖ui‖‖u′i‖
where the infimum is taken over all possible representation U =
∑
i ui ⊗ u′i of U. It is readily
checked that under both Config.1 and Config.2, the product in A⊗A extends to A⊗ˆA and for
U,V ∈ A⊗ˆA, one has ‖U ·V‖A⊗ˆA ≤ ‖U‖A⊗ˆA‖V‖A⊗ˆA.
(ii) The spatial tensor product L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ). Denote by H the underlying Hilbert space on which
the operators of A are supposed to act. Then, under both Config.1 and Config.2, the C∗-
algebra A⊗A can be extended into a Von Neumann algebra of operators acting on the Hilbert
completion of H ⊗ H and with tracial state extending (ϕ ⊗ ϕ)(U ⊗ V ) := ϕ(U)ϕ(V ). The
resulting space is usually referred to as the spatial tensor product of A, and we will denote it by
L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ). Note that by the very definition of this space, one has, under both Config.1 and
Config.2, ‖U · V‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) ≤ ‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ)‖V‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) for all U,V ∈ L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ), and it also
holds that ‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) = limp→∞ ‖U‖Lp(ϕ⊗ϕ).
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It is easily seen that A⊗ˆA is continuously included in L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ). As in [2], we will call
any process with values in L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ) a biprocess. Let us finally label the following convenient
algebraic relations.
Lemma 2.7. Under Config. 2, the following relations hold true: for all U ∈ A⊗ˆ3, U,V ∈ A⊗ˆ2
and X,Y ∈ A,
[U ·V]∗ = U∗ ·V∗ , U♯[V♯X] = [U ·V]♯X , [U♯X]∗ = U∗♯X∗,
[X♯U]♯Y = X♯[U♯Y ] =: X♯U♯Y.
2.3. Functional calculus. The rough-paths machinery is essentially based on the expansion of
non-linear equations. In order to cope with (2), it is therefore important to understand how the
operator f(X) (for f : R→ C and X ∈ A) behaves.
Actually, following the ideas of [2] and for the sake of simplicity, we will restrict our attention
to some particular classes of functions f : for every integer k ≥ 0, consider
Fk := {f : R→ C : f(x) =
∫
R
eıxξµf (dξ) with
∫
R
|ξ|i µf (dξ) <∞ for all i ∈ {0, . . . , k}}, (8)
and set, if f ∈ Fk, ‖f‖k :=
∑k
i=0
∫
R
|ξ|i µf (dξ).
Throughout the paper, we will denote by A∗ the R-vector space of self-adjoint elements in A,
and by P the space of complex polynomials. The operator f(X) ∈ A is then trivially defined for
every f ∈ P and X ∈ A, or for every f ∈ F0 and X ∈ A∗. Let us now study the differentiability
properties of f as a map from A (or A∗) to A, by following the pattern of [2].
Definition 2.8. Given a polynomial function P (x) :=
∑d
k=0 ai x
i, we define the tensor deriva-
tive, resp. second tensor derivative, of P by the formula: for every X ∈ A,
∂P (X) :=
d∑
k=1
ak
k−1∑
i=0
Xi ⊗Xk−1−i ∈ A⊗A,
resp. ∂2P (X) :=
d∑
k=2
ak
∑
i,j≥0
i+j≤k−2
Xi ⊗Xj ⊗Xk−2−i−j ∈ A⊗A⊗A.
If f ∈ F1, resp. f ∈ F2, we extend the above formula as follows: for every X ∈ A∗,
∂f(X) :=
∫ 1
0
dα
∫
R
ıξ [eıαξX ⊗ eı(1−α)ξX ]µf (dξ) ∈ A⊗ˆA,
resp. ∂2f(X) := −
∫∫
α,β≥0
α+β≤1
dα dβ
∫
R
ξ2 [eıαξX ⊗ eıβξX ⊗ eı(1−α−β)ξX ]µf (dξ) ∈ A⊗ˆA⊗ˆA.
We also set ∂0f = f for any function f : C→ C.
Proposition 2.9. If f ∈ Fk, then f is k-times Fréchet differentiable as a map from A∗ to A.
Proposition 2.10. If P ∈ P, then for all X,Y ∈ A, one has the formulas
dP (X)(Y ) = ∂P (X)♯Y , d2P (X)(Y1, Y2) = Y1♯∂
2P (X)♯Y2 + Y2♯∂
2P (X)♯Y1, (9)
and similarly, if f ∈ F1 (resp. f ∈ F2), then for all X,Y1, Y2 ∈ A∗,
df(X)(Y1) = ∂f(X)♯Y1 (resp. d
2f(X)(Y1, Y2) = Y1♯∂
2f(X)♯Y2 + Y2♯∂
2f(X)♯Y1). (10)
Moreover, if f ∈ F1+k (k ∈ {0, 1, 2}), then for all X,Y ∈ A∗,
‖∂kf(X)− ∂kf(Y )‖A⊗ˆ(k+1) ≤ c‖f‖k+1‖X − Y ‖,
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and if f ∈ F2+k (k ∈ {0, 1, 2}), then for all X1,X2, Y1, Y2 ∈ A∗,
‖∂kf(X1)− ∂kf(X2)− ∂kf(Y1) + ∂kf(Y2)‖A⊗ˆ(k+1)
≤ c‖f‖k+2
{‖X1 −X2‖‖X1 − Y1‖+ ‖X1 −X2‖‖X2 − Y2‖+ ‖X1 −X2 − Y1 + Y2‖}.
Both Propositions 2.9 and 2.10 can be easily derived from the general formula
eX − eY =
∫ 1
0
eαX(X − Y )e(1−α)Y dα for all X,Y ∈ A, (11)
together with the fact that if X ∈ A∗, then ‖eiX‖ = 1.
3. The classical rough-paths approach
We propose here to generalize the main results of [7, 30], based on Lyons’ classical rough paths
theory, but also to emphasize the limits of this approach as an introduction to the considerations
of Section 4.
Throughout the section, we assume that the multiplication and the adjoint operation in the
tensor products are governed by Config.1 (see Section 2.2).
3.1. Elements from Lyons’ rough paths theory. Consider for the moment a general Banach
space (V, ‖·‖) as well as a norm η on its algebraic tensor product V ⊗V , which therefore extends
by completion to a space V ⊗η V . Fix T > 0, γ > 13 and let X : [0, T ] → V be a γ-Hölder
map in V , i.e., for all 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T , ‖Xt − Xs‖ ≤ c |t− s|γ for some constant c. Set
∆0,T := {(s, t) : 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T}.
In order to properly define and study integrals with respect to X, Lyons’ rough-paths ma-
chinery leans on the existence of a so-called Lévy area above X. It morally corresponds to the
iterated integral Xs,t =
∫ t
s
∫ u
s dXv ⊗ dXu (0 ≤ s < t ≤ T ), although this definition is a priori not
clear for a non-differentiable X.
Definition 3.1. A Lévy area (in the sense of Lyons) above X and with respect to η is a map
X : ∆0,T → V ⊗η V such that for all 0 ≤ s < u < t ≤ T , one has both:
(i) Chen’s identity: Xs,t = Xs,u +Xu,t + (Xu −Xs)⊗ (Xt −Xu).
(ii) 2γ-Hölder regularity: η
(
Xs,t
) ≤ c |t− s|2γ for some constant c.
Once endowed with a Lévy area above X, the theory allows us to integrate any Lip(γ) one-form
(with respect to η) against X. In other words, we can derive a natural definition for∫ T
0
α(Xu) dXu (12)
provided α : V → L(V, V ) is such that, for some map dα : V → L(V ⊗η V, V ), the following
conditions are satisfied: for all X,Y,Z ∈ V and Z ∈ V ⊗η V ,
‖α(X)‖ ≤ c(1 + ‖X‖),
‖α(X)Z − α(Y )Z − dα(Y )((X − Y )⊗ Z)‖ ≤ c‖Z‖‖X − Y ‖ 1γ−1,
‖dα(X)Z − dα(Y )Z‖ ≤ c η(Z)‖X − Y ‖ 1γ−2.
In brief, let us say that under these conditions, the integral (12) can be defined as the limit of
corrected Riemann sums, i.e.,∫ T
0
α(Xu) dXu = lim
∑
(ti)
{
α(Xti) (Xti+1 −Xti) + dα(Xti)(Xti,ti+1)
}
,
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where the limit is taken over any partition (ti)i of [0, T ] with mesh tending to 0. In fact, this
definition of the integral can be extended in such a way that one is able to interpret and solve
the differential equation
Y0 = A ∈ A , dYt = α(Yt) dXt. (13)
A remarkable feature of Lyons’ theory lies in the continuity (or approximation) results as-
sociated with these constructions: the rough-paths solution Y of (13) is thus known to be a
continuous functional of the pair (X,X) with respect to Hölder topology. Moreover, the general
procedure actually remains valid for rougher paths X (i.e., γ ∈ (0, 1/3)) provided one can let
iterated integrals of higher orders come into the picture.
Of course, it is very important to notice that all of the above considerations heavily rely on
the topology used on the tensor product of V . Indeed, not only is X defined in V ⊗η V , but the
latter space also strongly intervenes in the definition of a Lip(γ) one-form.
3.2. Lévy area in the spatial tensor product. In [7, 30], the authors succeed in exhibiting
a natural Lévy area above the free Brownian motion in the spatial tensor product L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ).
It turns out that their arguments do not really appeal to the freeness properties of the process,
and we therefore propose to extend their result to the q-Brownian for any q ∈ (−1, 1).
So, from now on, we fix q ∈ (−1, 1) and we let {Xt}t≥0 stand for a q-Brownian motion
on some non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ). Then set, for every simple process V =∑k−1
i=0 Vti1[ti,ti+1) in A, ∫ ∞
0
Vs ⊗ dXs :=
k−1∑
i=0
Vti ⊗ (Xti+1 −Xti).
As in [30], our construction of the Lévy area relies on the following Burkholder-Gundy inequality.
Proposition 3.2. For every simple process V , one has∥∥∥∥
∫ ∞
0
Vs ⊗ dXs
∥∥∥∥
L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ)
≤ 2√
1− |q|
√∫ ∞
0
‖Vs‖2 ds. (14)
Proof. It is a mere generalization of the proof of [30, Theorem 2]. Let V =
∑k−1
i=0 Vti1[ti,ti+1). By
setting ei :=
1√
ti+1−ti 1[ti,ti+1] and Yi := X(ei), one has for every integer p ≥ 1,
ϕ⊗ ϕ
(∣∣∣∣
∫ ∞
0
Vs ⊗ dXs
∣∣∣∣
2p)
=
k−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
ϕ
(
Vti1V
∗
ti2
· · ·Vti2p−1V ∗ti2p
)
ϕ
(
X(1[ti1 ,ti1+1]) · · ·X(1[ti2p−1 ,ti2p ])
)
≤
k−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
( 2p∏
j=1
‖Vtij ‖
∣∣tij+1 − tij ∣∣1/2 ) |ϕ(Yi1 · · ·Yi2p)|
=
∑
p0+···+pk−1=p
k−1∏
i=0
(‖Vti‖2A |ti+1 − ti| )pi ∑
(i1,...,i2p)∈{0,...,k−1}2p
card{j: ij=l}=2pl
|ϕ(Yi1 · · ·Yi2p)|, (15)
where we have used the fact that ϕ
(
Yi1 · · ·Yi2p
)
= 0 as soon as there exists l for which card{j :
ij = l} is odd. Now, for all pairing π ∈ P2({1, . . . , 2p}) and (i1, . . . , i2p) ∈ {0, . . . , k −
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1}2p, set δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) = 1 if the indices of (i1, . . . , i2p) connected by π are all equal, and
δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) = 0 otherwise. With this notation in hand, one has by (6)
ϕ
(
Yi1 · · ·Yi2p
)
= ϕ
(
X(ei1) · · ·X(ei2p)
)
=
∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
qCr(π) · δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)),
and accordingly∑
(i1,...,i2p)∈{0,...,k−1}2p
card{j: ij=l}=2pl
|ϕ(Yi1 · · ·Yi2p)| ≤ ∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
|q|Cr(π)·
card
{
(i1, . . . , i2p) ∈ {0, . . . , k − 1}2p : card{j : ij = l} = 2pl , δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) = 1
}
.
Then, using basic combinatorial arguments, it is easily checked that for each fixed π ∈ P2({1, . . . , 2p}),
one has
card
{
(i1, . . . , i2p) ∈ {0, . . . , k−1}2p : card{j : ij = l} = 2pl , δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) = 1
}
=
p!
p0! · · · pk−1! .
Since ∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
|q|Cr(π) =
∫
R
x2p ν|q|(dx) =
∫ 2√
1−|q|
−2√
1−|q|
x2p ν|q|(dx) ≤
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p
,
we can go back to (15) and assert that
ϕ⊗ ϕ
(∣∣∣∣
∫ 1
0
Vs ⊗ dXs
∣∣∣∣
2p)
≤
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p ∑
p0+···+pk−1=p
p!
p0! · · · pk−1!
(‖Vti‖2A |ti+1 − ti| )pi
=
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p(√∑k−1
i=0
‖Vti‖2A |ti+1 − ti|
)2p
=
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p(√∫ ∞
0
‖Vs‖2A ds
)2p
.
which, thanks to (3), gives us the conclusion by letting p tend to infinity . 
With the help of (14), we can define a Lévy area X by the natural formula
Xs,t :=
∫ t
s
(Xu −Xs)⊗ dXu ∈ L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ).
Indeed, it is easy to check that for all 0 ≤ s < t, the path X. 1[s,t] belongs to the completion of
the space of simple processes with respect to the norm ‖V ‖ :=
√∫∞
0 ‖Vs‖2 ds (consider e.g. a
piecewise approximation Xn =
∑n−1
i=0 Xti 1[ti,ti+1) of X. 1[s,t] and use the
1
2 -Hölder regularity of
X to estimate ‖Xn −X. 1[s,t]‖ as n tends to infinity).
It is worth mentioning that due to (14), the resulting pair (X,X) is a geometric rough paths,
in the following sense. For a fixed T > 0 and for every n ≥ 1, consider the linear interpolation
Xn of X along the partition tni =
iT
2n , i.e.,
Xnt := Xtni +
2n
T
(t− tni ){Xtni+1 −Xtni } if t ∈ [ti, ti+1], (16)
and define the approximation Xn as the (classical) Lebesgue integral
Xns,t :=
∫ t
s
(Xnu −Xns )⊗ dXnu , 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T.
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Then, as a path with values in A × L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ), the pair (Xn,Xn) converges to (X,X) with
respect to suitable Hölder topology (see [30, Section 3] for further details). In particular, as a
consequence of Lyons’ continuity results, we can assert that for any γ > 13 and any Lip(γ) one-
form α : A → L(A,A) (with respect to ‖ · ‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ)), the classical solution of dY nt = α(Y nt ) dXnt
converges to the rough-paths solution of dYt = α(Yt) dXt as n tends to infinity.
3.3. Example. As an application, let us show here how the Lévy area X (with values in L∞(ϕ⊗
ϕ)) constructed in Section 3.2 allows us to deal with the equation
dYt = ϕ(f(Yt)) dXt
for any f ∈ F2 such that µf is a symmetric measure (we recall that these notations have been
introduced in Section 2.3).
First, considering the properties of Section 2.3, it appears convenient to focus on processes
with values in the space A∗ of self-adjoint operators. Accordingly, we henceforth denote by
L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗ the completion of A∗ ⊗A∗ with respect to ‖ · ‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ). It is clear by construction
that X takes values in this space. Therefore, the problem reduces to showing that the map
αf : A∗ → L(A∗,A∗) defined by
αf (X)(Y ) := ϕ(f(Y ))X, X, Y ∈ A∗,
can be extended to a Lip(γ) one-form with respect to (A∗, L∞(ϕ ⊗ ϕ)∗), for γ ∈ (13 , 12). For
technical reasons, we will also have to consider the space
(A⊗A)∗ := {U =
∑
i
Ui ⊗ Vi ∈ A⊗A :
∑
i
V ∗i ⊗ U∗i =
∑
i
Ui ⊗ Vi}
and its completion A⊗ˆ∗A with respect to the projective tensor norm. Observe in particular that
if X ∈ A∗, then ∂f(X) ∈ A⊗ˆ∗A (the notation ∂f has been introduced in Section 2.3 too).
Now, in order to define a suitable derivative dαf , two preliminary extension results are re-
quired.
Lemma 3.3. The map
ϕ× Id : A∗ ⊗A∗ → A∗ , X ⊗ Y 7→ ϕ(X)Y
can be continuously extended to L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗ and for every U ∈ L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗,
‖(ϕ× Id)(U)‖ ≤ ‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ).
Proof. For all U ∈ A∗ ⊗A∗ and Z ∈ A, one has
ϕ(Z · (ϕ× Id)(U)) = (ϕ⊗ ϕ)((1 ⊗ Z) ·U),
and hence
‖(ϕ × Id)(U)‖ = sup
ϕ(|Z|)≤1
ϕ(Z · (ϕ× Id)(U)) = sup
ϕ(|Z|)≤1
(ϕ⊗ ϕ)((1 ⊗ Z) ·U) ≤ ‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ).

Lemma 3.4. For every fixed U ∈ A⊗ˆ∗A, the map ΨU defined on A∗ ⊗A∗ by the formula
ΨU(Y ⊗ Z) := [U♯Y ]⊗ Z,
can be continuously extended into a map from L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗ to L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗ and
‖ΨU(Y)‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) ≤ ‖U‖A⊗ˆA‖Y‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ).
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Proof. For U =
∑
i Ui ⊗ Vi ∈ (A⊗A)∗ and Y =
∑
j Yj ⊗ Zj ∈ A∗ ⊗A∗, one has
ΨU(Y)
∗ =
∑
j
((∑
i
V ∗i ⊗ U∗i
)
♯Y ∗j
)
⊗ Z∗j = ΨU(Y)
and
‖
∑
i,j
((Ui ⊗ Vi)♯Yj)⊗ Zj‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) = ‖
∑
i
(Ui ⊗ 1) ·Y · (Vi ⊗ 1)‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ)
≤
(∑
i
‖Ui‖‖Vi‖
)
‖Y‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ).
The result immediately follows. 
This finally puts us in a position to exhibit dαf :
Proposition 3.5. For every f ∈ F2 such that µf is a symmetric measure, define (αf , dαf )
according to the formulas: for X,Y ∈ A∗ and U ∈ L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗,
αf (X)(Y ) := ϕ(f(X))Y , dαf (X)(U) := [(ϕ× Id) ◦Ψ∂f(X)](U).
Then for every γ ∈ (13 , 12), (αf , dαf ) is a Lip(γ) one-form with respect to (A∗, L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ)∗).
Proof. First, observe that ‖αf (X)‖L(A∗ ,A∗) ≤ |ϕ(f(X))| ≤ cf . Then,
αf (Y )Z − αf (X)Z − dαf (X)((Y −X)⊗ Z)
= ϕ
(
f(Y )− f(X))Z − (ϕ× Id)((∂f(X)♯(Y −X))⊗ Z)
= ϕ
(
f(Y )− f(X)− df(X)(Y −X))Z,
where we have used the relation (10). So
‖αf (Y )Z − αf (X)Z − dαf (X)((Y −X)⊗ Z)‖ ≤ cf‖Y −X‖2‖Z‖.
Finally,
‖dαf (Y )(U)− dαf (X)(U)‖ = ‖(ϕ× Id) ◦ [Ψ∂f(Y ) −Ψ∂f(X)](U)‖
≤ ‖∂f(Y )− ∂f(X)‖A⊗ˆA‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ)
≤ cf‖X − Y ‖‖U‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ).

3.4. Limits of the classical approach. One of the most natural examples of a non-commutative
differential equation is given by the model
dYt =
m∑
i=1
fi(Yt) · dXt · gi(Yt), (17)
for some fi, gi ∈ P ∪ F0 and where the notation · refers to the multiplication in A. In other
words, with the notations of Section 3.1, we would like to consider the one-form α defined as
α(Y )(X) :=
m∑
i=1
fi(Y ) ·X · gi(Y ), X, Y ∈ A. (18)
Unfortunately, it turns out that the multiplication map ·, and accordingly the above one-form
α, cannot be extended to a Lip(γ) one-form with respect to L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ), as we are going to specify
it now.
Proposition 3.6. Let (A, ϕ) be a non-commutative probability space accomodating a q-Brownian
motion {Xt}t≥0, for some q ∈ (−1, 1). Then the multiplication map m : A⊗A → A , U ⊗ V 7→
U · V is not continuous with respect to L∞(ϕ⊗ ϕ).
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The proof of this assertion relies on two technical lemmas.
Lemma 3.7. Fix two integers n, p ≥ 1 and for each π ∈ P2({1, . . . , 2p}) and (i1, . . . , i2p) ∈
{0, . . . , n − 1}2p, let δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) be defined as in the proof of Proposition 3.2. Then for
every q ∈ (−1, 1), it holds that
0 ≤
n−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
qCr(π)δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) ≤ np
(
2√
1− q
)2p
.
Proof. Consider a q-Brownian motion {Xt}t≥0 on some non-commutative space (A, ϕ) and set
ei := 1[i,i+1]. Then by (6), the quantity
∑n−1
i1,...,i2p=0
∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p}) q
Cr(π)δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)) can
be interpreted as
n−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
ϕ
(
X(ei1) · · ·X(ei2p)
)
= ϕ
(( n−1∑
i=0
X(ei)
)2p)
= ϕ
(
X2pn
)
,
which gives the conclusion with the help of Proposition 2.4. 
Lemma 3.8. For q ∈ (−1, 1), let {Xt}t≥0 be a q-Brownian motion defined on some non-
commutative probability space (A, ϕ). Set, for every integer i ≥ 0, Yi := Xi+1 − Xi. Then
for every integer n ≥ 1, it holds that∥∥∑n−1
i=0
Yi ⊗ Yi
∥∥
L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) ≤
4
1− |q|
√
n.
Proof. Let p ≥ 1. One has
∥∥∑n−1
i=0
Yi ⊗ Yi
∥∥2p
L2p(ϕ⊗ϕ) =
n−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
ϕ
(
Yi1 · · ·Yi2p
)2
and for all i1, . . . , i2p, we know by (6) that if ei := 1[i,i+1],
ϕ
(
Yi1 · · ·Yi2p
)
= ϕ
(
X(ei1) · · ·X(ei2p)
)
=
∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
qCr(π)δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p)).
In particular,
|ϕ(Yi1 · · ·Yi2p)| ≤ ∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
|q|Cr(π) ≤
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p
,
and so, by Lemma 3.7,
∥∥∑n−1
i=0
Yi ⊗ Yi
∥∥2p
L2p(ϕ⊗ϕ) ≤
(
2√
1− |q|
)2p n−1∑
i1,...,i2p=0
∑
π∈P2({1,...,2p})
|q|Cr(π)δ(π, (i1, . . . , i2p))
≤ np
(
4
1− |q|
)2p
,
which, by letting p tend to infinity, achieves the proof. 
We can now turn to the proof of our main assertion.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. For every integer i ≥ 0, set Yi := Xi+1 −Xi. It is readily checked that
for every integer n ≥ 1,∥∥m(∑n
i=1
Yi ⊗ Yi)
∥∥
L2(ϕ)
=
∥∥∑n
i=1
Y 2i ‖L2(ϕ) ≥ n.
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On the other hand, we know by Lemma 3.8 that∥∥∑n
i=1
Yi ⊗ Yi‖L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) ≤
4
1− |q|
√
n,
which allows us to conclude. 
A more appropriate topology to study (17) via the classical rough paths theory would be the
projective tensor product A⊗A, insofar as the multiplication map trivially extends to this space.
Unfortunately, as Victoir proved it in [30], there exists no Lévy area (in the sense of Definition
3.1) in the space A⊗ˆA, which rules out the possibility of applying Lyons’ theory in this setting.
This problem motivated us to conceive an alternative rough-paths type approach to non-
commutative integration, which will occupy the rest of the paper.
4. An alternative rough-paths type approach
The (theoretical) considerations of this section apply to a generic γ-Hölder non-commutative
process, for some fixed γ > 13 . So from now on, we fix such a process X : [0, T ] → A∗ with
values in a given non-commutative space (A, ϕ), and we denote by {At}t∈[0,T ] = {AXt }t∈[0,T ]
the filtration generated by X, i.e., for each t ∈ [0, T ], At stands for the unital subalgebra of A
generated by {Xs}s∈[0,t]. As usual, a process (resp. biprocess) Y : [0, T ]→ A (resp. A⊗ˆA) will
be said adapted if for each t ∈ [0, T ], Yt ∈ At (resp. At⊗ˆAt).
Note that for the rest of the paper, we assume that the multiplication and the adjoint operation
in the tensor products are governed by Config.2 (as defined in Section 2.2).
Our strategy towards a more efficient approach to non-commutative integration will be derived
from the formal expansion of equation (17) (see Section 4.2). Fundamental controls on this
expansion are then obtained by means of a few tools borrowed from Gubinelli’s controlled paths
theory.
4.1. Notations and tools from Gubinelli’s controlled paths theory. The material pre-
sented in this section is taken from [18].
Consider a general Banach space (V, ‖.‖), as well as an interval I of [0, T ] (for some fixed
T > 0). For k ∈ {1, 2, 3}, we denote by Ck(I;V ) the set of continuous maps g, with values in
V , on the simplex Sk := {(t1, . . . , tk) ∈ Ik : t1 ≤ . . . ≤ tk} and vanishing on diagonals (i.e.,
gt1...tk = 0 when two times ti, tj with i 6= j are equal).
For g ∈ C1(I;V ), we use the notation (δg)st = (δ1g)st := gt − gs (s < t) and for h ∈ C2(I;V ),
(δh)sut = (δ2h)sut := hst − hsu − hut (s < u < t).
In the spirit of Definition 3.1, condition (ii), we are then incited to introduce properly extended
Hölder topologies, as follows. Let α, β, µ be three positive parameters. We successively define
the spaces Cα1 (I;V ), Cα2 (I;V ) and C(α,β)3 (I;V ) by the formulas:
Cα1 (I;V ) = {h ∈ C1(I;V ) : N [h; Cα1 (I;V )] ≡ sup
s<t∈I
‖(δh)st‖
|t− s|α <∞},
Cα2 (I;V ) = {h ∈ C2(I;V ) : N [h; Cα2 (I;V )] ≡ sup
s<t∈I
‖hst‖
|t− s|α <∞},
C(α,β)3 (I;V ) = {h ∈ C3(I;V ) : N [h; C(α,β)3 (I;V )] ≡ sup
s<u<t∈I
‖hsut‖
|t− u|α |u− s|β <∞}.
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We also set Cµ3 (I;V ) := ⊕0≤α≤µCα,µ−α)3 (I;V ) and endow the latter space with the norm
N [h; Cµ3 (I;V )] = inf
{∑
i
N [yi; Cαi,µ−αi3 (I;V ), y =
∑
i
yi
}
.
With these notations, let us label the following basic cohomological properties for further use:
Proposition 4.1. One has Ker δ2 = Im δ1 and if µ > 1, then Ker δ2 ∩ Cµ2 = {0}.
Now, one of the cornerstones of Gubinelli’s theory for commutative rough systems lies in the
existence of the so-called sewing map Λ, to which we will extensively refer in our study as well.
Morally, this map provides us with a convenient way to ’invert’ smooth enough terms of a given
expansion (see Section 4.2 for an insightful example). To be more specific, Λ is defined through
the following property:
Theorem 4.2. Fix µ > 1. For every h ∈ Cµ3 ([0, T ];V ) ∩ Im δ2, there exists a unique element,
denoted by Λh ∈ Cµ2 ([0, T ];V ), such that δ(Λh) = h. Moreover,
N [Λh; Cµ2 (V )] ≤ cµN [h; Cµ3 (V )], (19)
where cµ := 2 + 2
µ
∑∞
k=1 k
−µ.
In some particular cases (that will be of great interest to us), one can easily draw a link
between expressions involving Λ and infinitesimal calculus:
Corollary 4.3. Consider g ∈ C2(V ) such that δg ∈ Cµ3 with µ > 1. If δf := (Id− Λδ)g, then
(δf)st = lim|Dst|→0
∑
ti∈Dst
gtiti+1 ,
where Dst = {t0 = s < t1 < . . . < tn = t} is any partition of [s, t] with mesh |Dst| tending to 0.
4.2. Heuristic considerations. Assume for the moment that X is a differentiable path, and
for two polynomial functions f, g, consider the equation
dYt = f(Yt) · dXt · g(Yt), (20)
understood in the classical Lebesgue sense. A standard Taylor expansion shows us that for all
s < t,
(δY )st = f(Ys) · (δX)st · g(Ys) +
[ ∫ t
s
df(Ys)(f(Ys) · (δX)su · g(Ys)) · dXu
]
· g(Ys)
+ f(Ys) ·
[ ∫ t
s
dXu · dg(Ys)(f(Ys) · (δX)su · g(Ys))
]
+Rst, (21)
with R a third-order path, meaning that ‖Rst‖ ≤ c |t− s|3. Now for all s < t, introduce the
operator Xst : As⊗ˆAs → A defined as Xst
[
U
]
:=
∫ t
s
[
U♯(δX)su
] ·dXu, where the integral is still
understood in the classical sense (we recall that the notation ♯ has been introduced in Section
2.2). Using Lemma 2.7 and Proposition 2.10, (21) can also be conveniently written as
(δY )st = Mst +Rst,
with
Mst := [f(Ys)⊗ g(Ys)]♯(δX)st +Xst
[
∂f(Ys) · (f(Ys)⊗ g(Ys))
] · g(Ys)
+ f(Ys) ·X∗st
[
∂g(Ys) · (f(Ys)⊗ g(Ys))
]
,
and where we have additionally set X∗st
[
U
]
:= Xst
[
U∗
]∗
. At this point, consider the process
R˜st := −Λst(δM). Owing to the smoothness of X and Y , R˜ is indeed well-defined by Theorem
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4.2 and one has δR˜ = −δM = δ(δY −M) = δR. Thus, by Proposition 4.1, we can conclude that
R˜ = R, which finally leads us to the expression
(δY )st = Mst − Λst(δM). (22)
Now, when X turns to a (non-differentiable) γ-Hölder path with γ > 13 , and assuming that we
can define the second-order operator X above X, we morally expect δM to remain a third-order
term, which in this case would mean a 3γ-Hölder path. In other words, and as 3γ > 1, we expect
the right-hand-side of (22) to remain well-defined (by Theorem 4.2) for the pair (X,X), which
would provide us with a natural definition of a solution to (20).
With these heuristic considerations in mind, our rough-paths analysis follows a similar scheme
as in the commutative case:
Step 1: Exhibit the expected algebraic and smoothness properties of the second-order path
’X’, which will yield to the subsequent definition of a product Lévy area.
Step 2: Find a suitable space of paths in which one can extend the above reasoning: this will
be our controlled processes, and then our controlled biprocesses.
Step 3: Use the similarities with the differentiable case to derive approximation results for
the resulting constructions.
4.3. The product Lévy area. First, let us introduce the space
L(A→) := {L = (Lst)0≤s<t≤1 : Lst ∈ L(As⊗ˆAs,At)}
and for every λ ∈ [0, 1], denote by Cλ2 (L(A→)) the set of elements L ∈ L(A→) for which the
quantity
N [L; Cλ2 (L(A→))] := sup
s<t
U∈As⊗ˆAs,U 6=0
‖Lst[U ]‖
|t− s|λ ‖U‖
is finite. The above Step 1 now reduces to the following natural definition, which can seen as a
counterpart of Definition 3.1 fitted for Equation (2). Remember that we have fixed γ > 13 for
the rest of the section.
Definition 4.4. We call product Lévy area above X any process X such that:
(i) X ∈ C2γ2 (L(A→)),
(ii) for all s < u < t and U ∈ As⊗ˆAs,
(δX)sut[U] = (U♯(δX)su) · (δX)ut. (23)
Remark 4.5. Following the previous heuristic considerations, the product Lévy area morally
stands for the iterated integral Xst[U] =
∫ t
s (U♯(δX)su) · dXu. However, at this point, the
definition of the latter integral is not clear for a non-differentiable X, and one must then consider
X as some abstract path satisfying both conditions (i) and (ii). In the particular case where X
is a free Brownian motion, X can be defined in a natural way as an Itô (or Stratonovich) iterated
integral, as will examine it in Section 5.
Remark 4.6. As in the classical commutative case, the product Lévy area above X, if it exists,
is not unique at all. Indeed, if for instance γ ∈ (13 , 12 ] and given such a process X, any map
Φ ∈ L(A⊗ˆA,A⊗ˆA) produces another (distinct) Lévy area XΦ above X through the formula
XΦst[U] := Xst[U] + (t− s)Φ(U), U ∈ As⊗ˆAs.
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Notation 4.7. Given a product Lévy area X above X, we will denote by X∗ ∈ C2γ2 (L(A→)) the
process defined for all U ∈ As⊗ˆAs as
X∗st[U] := Xst[U
∗]∗.
4.4. Controlled (bi)processes and integration. With the decomposition (21) in mind, we
define our basic setting to interpret and analyze Equation (2) as follows:
Definition 4.8. We call adapted controlled process any adapted process Y ∈ Cγ1 (A) with incre-
ments of the form
(δY )st = Y
X
s ♯(δX)st + Y
♭
st, s < t, (24)
where YX ∈ Cγ1 (A⊗ˆA) is an adapted biprocess and Y ♭ ∈ C2γ2 (A). We denote by Q(X) the set of
adapted controlled processes and we endow this space with the seminorm
N [Y ;Q(X)] := N [Y ; Cγ1 (A)] +N [YX ; C01(A⊗ˆA)] +N [YX ; Cγ1 (A⊗ˆA)] +N [Y ♭; C2γ2 (A)].
Besides, we denote by Q∗(X) the subspace of self-adjoint controlled processes Y ∈ Q(X) for
which one has both Y ∗s = Ys and (YXs )∗ = YXs for every s.
What we wish to integrate against X in (2) are not directly (controlled) processes but bipro-
cesses of the form s 7→ f(Ys) ⊗ g(Ys) for Y ∈ Q(X). These paths are included in the following
more general structure, which turns out to be the appropriate space for our construction of the
integral:
Definition 4.9. We call adapted controlled biprocess any adapted biprocess Y ∈ Cγ1 (A⊗ˆA) with
increments of the form
(δU)st = (δX)st♯U
X,1
s + U
X,2
s ♯(δX)st +U
♭
st, s < t, (25)
where UX,1,UX,2 ∈ Cγ1 (A⊗ˆ3) are adapted triprocesses (meaning that for each t ≥ 0, UX,it ∈ A⊗ˆ3t )
and U♭ ∈ C2γ2 (A⊗ˆA). We denote by Q(X) the space of adapted controlled biprocesses and we
endow this space with the seminorm
N [U;Q(X)] := N [U; Cγ1 (A⊗ˆ2)]+
∑
i=1,2
{N [UX,i; C01(A⊗ˆ3)]+N [UX,i; Cγ1 (A⊗ˆ3)]}+N [U♭; C2γ2 (A⊗ˆ2)].
Let us point out two guiding examples of such controlled biprocesses:
Proposition 4.10. If f, g ∈ F2 and Y ∈ Q∗(X) with decomposition (24), then U := f(Y ) ⊗
g(Y ) ∈ Q(X) with
U
X,1
s := [∂f(Ys) ·YXs ]⊗ g(Ys) , UX,2s = f(Ys)⊗ [∂g(Ys) ·YXs ].
Moreover,
N [U;Q(X)] ≤ cf,g
{
1 +N [Y ;Q(X)]2}. (26)
Proof. It is only a matter of standard differential calculus. Write
δUst = δf(Y )st ⊗ g(Ys) + f(Ys)⊗ δg(Y )st + δf(Y )st ⊗ δg(Y )st.
Then due to (10), δf(Y )st = ∂f(Ys)♯(δY )st + Rst with N [R; C2γ2 ] ≤ cfN [Y ; Cγ1 ]2, and using
Lemma 2.7, we deduce that
∂f(Ys)♯(δY )st = [∂f(Ys) ·YXs ]♯(δX)st + ∂f(Ys)♯Y ♭st.
The conclusion easily follows, as well as the bound (26). 
Proposition 4.11. If f ∈ F3 ∪ P, then U := ∂f(X) ∈ Q(X) with UX,1s = UX,2s = ∂2f(Xs).
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Proof. Here again, the result follows from standard expansions. If f ∈ F3, we can for instance
conclude by combining Formula (11) with the basic identity: for every X ∈ A,∫ 1
0
dαα
∫ 1
0
dβ e(1−α)X ⊗ eαβX ⊗ eα(1−β)X =
∫∫
α,β≥0
α+β≤1
eαX ⊗ eβX ⊗ e(1−α−β)X .

We can now define the integral of a generic U ∈ Q(X) with respect to X:
Proposition 4.12. Assume that we are given a product Lévy area X above X, in the sense of
Definition 4.4. For every U ∈ Q(X) with decomposition (25), we set
Jst(U♯dX) := (Id− Λδ)st(M), (27)
where
Mst := Us♯(δX)st + [Xst × Id](UX,1s ) + [Id×X∗st](UX,2s ). (28)
Then:
(i) J (U♯dX) is well-defined as a two-parameter process in Cγ2 (A);
(ii) If X is a differentiable process in A and X is understood in the classical Lebesgue sense, then
Jst(U♯dX) coincides with the classical Lebesgue integral
∫ t
s [Uu♯X
′
u] du;
(iii) For every A ∈ A, there exists a unique process Z ∈ Q(X) such that Z0 = A and (δZ)st =
Jst(U♯dX);
(iv) One has, for any interval I = [ℓ1, ℓ2],
N [Z;Q(I;X)] ≤ cX
{
1 +N [U; C01(I;A⊗ˆA)] + ‖UX,1ℓ1 ‖+ ‖U
X,2
ℓ1
‖+ |I|γN [U;Q(I;X)]}, (29)
where cX is an affine expression in (N [X; Cγ1 (A)],N [X; C2γ2 (L(A→))]).
Proof. (i) According to Theorem 4.2, to show that (27) is a well-defined expression, it suffices to
prove that J := −δM ∈ C3γ3 (A). To this end, we will use the short notation: for A,B ∈ Ck(A)
(k ∈ {1, 2}) and λ > 0, A ≡λ B ⇔ A−B ∈ Cλk (A). Observe first that by Lemma 2.7,
δ(U♯(δX))sut = −(δU)su♯(δX)ut
≡3γ −(δX)su♯UX,1s ♯(δX)ut − (δX)ut♯UX,2s ♯(δX)su. (30)
On the other hand, owing to the Hölder regularity of UX,1,UX,2,X and using Chen’s identity
(23), we deduce that
δ((X × Id)[UX,1])sut ≡3γ ((δX)sut × Id)[UX,1s ] = (δX)su♯UX,1s ♯(δX)ut,
and similarly δ((Id ×X∗)[UX,2])sut ≡3γ (δX)ut♯UX,2s ♯(δX)su. Going back to (30), we see that
J ≡3γ 0 as expected.
(ii) It suffices to follow the lines of Section 4.2 by starting with
∫ t
s Uu♯dXu :=
∫ t
s [Uu♯X
′
u] du.
(iii) By Theorem 4.2, one has δ
(J (U · dX)) = 0, so that the existence and uniqueness of Z
follows from Proposition 4.1.
(iv) The bound (29) can be derived from the contraction property (19), upon noticing that
N [J ; C3γ3 (I;A)] ≤ cX{1 +N [U;Q(I;X)]}.

By Corollary 4.3, and in a perhaps more telling way, we can also describe the above integral
as the limit of corrected Riemann sums:
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Corollary 4.13. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.12, it holds that for all s < t,
Jst(U♯dX) = lim|Dst|→0
∑
ti∈Dst
{
Uti♯(δX)titi+1 + [Xtiti+1 × Id](UX,1ti ) + [Id×X∗titi+1 ](UX,2ti )
}
,
where Dst = {t0 = s < t1 < . . . < tn = t} is any partition of [s, t] with mesh |Dst| tending to 0.
Let us now be more specific about the stability of self-adjoint paths with respect to this
integration procedure. Given f ∈ F0, we write f∗ for the function in F0 such that f∗(X) = f(X)∗
for all X ∈ A∗.
Proposition 4.14. Assume that we are given a product Lévy area X above X. Let A ∈ A∗,
f = (f1, . . . , fm) ∈ Fm2 and g = (f∗1 , . . . , f∗m) or (f∗m, . . . , f∗1 ). If Y ∈ Q∗(X), then the process Z
defined by (Z0 = A , (δZ)st =
∑m
i=1 Jst(fi(Y ) · dX · gi(Y ))) belongs to Q∗(X) as well.
Proof. Suppose that Y admits decomposition (24). By Proposition 4.10 and Corollary 4.13,[∑m
i=1 J (fi(Y ) · dX · gi(Y ))
]∗
= lim
∑
kM
∗
tktk+1
, where
Mst :=
∑m
i=1
{
fi(Ys) · (δX)st · gi(Ys) +Xst
[
∂fi(Ys) ·YXs
] · gi(Ys) + fi(Ys) ·X∗st[∂gi(Ys) ·YXs ]}.
Therefore, we can conclude by observing that Mst ∈ A∗ for all s < t, which is a matter of
elementary algebraic considerations. 
Once endowed with the above definition and controls on the integral, we can turn to our initial
objective, namely handling (2).
Theorem 4.15. Assume that we are given a product Lévy area X above X. Let f = (f1, . . . , fm) ∈
Fm3 , g = (f
∗
1 , . . . , f
∗
m) or (f
∗
m, . . . , f
∗
1 ), and fix A ∈ A∗. Then the equation
Y0 = A , (δY )st =
m∑
i=1
Jst(fi(Y ) · dX · gi(Y )), s < t ∈ [0, T ], (31)
interpreted with Propositions 4.10 and 4.12, admits a unique solution Y ∈ Q∗(X). Moreover,
N [Y ;Q(X)] ≤ P (N [X; Cγ1 (A)],N [X, C2γ2 (L(A→))]), (32)
for some polynomial expression P depending only on f , T and A.
Proof. It follows the same pattern as in the commutative case (see [18, Section 5]). Thanks to
Proposition 4.14, we can define a map Γ : Y 7→ Z by the conditions: Y,Z ∈ Q∗(X), (Y0,YX0 ) =
(Z0,Z
X
0 ) = (A,
∑m
i=1 fi(A)⊗ gi(A)) and for all s < t,
(δZ)st = Jst(U♯dX) where U :=
∑m
i=1
fi(Y )⊗ gi(Y ).
Then using successively (29) and (26), we deduce that for any T0 ∈ [0, T ],
N [Γ(Y );Q([0, T0];X)] ≤ cX
{
1 +N [U; C01 ([0, T0])] + ‖UX,10 ‖+ ‖UX,20 ‖+ T γ0N [U;Q(I;X)]
}
≤ cf,g,X
{
1 + T γ0N [Y ;Q([0, T0];X)]2
}
. (33)
Besides, with obvious notations, it holds that
N [Γ(Y )− Γ(Y˜ );Q([0, T0];X)] ≤ cX
{N [U− U˜; C01([0, T0])] + T γ0N [U− U˜;Q(I;X)]},
and with the help of the differential properties summed up in Proposition 2.10, we can check
that N [U− U˜; C01([0, T0])] ≤ cf,gT γ0N [Y − Y˜ ;Q([0, T0];X)] and
N [U− U˜;Q(I;X)] ≤ cf,g
{
1 +N [Y ;Q([0, T0])]2 +N [Y˜ ;Q([0, T0])]2
}N [Y − Y˜ ;Q([0, T0];X)].
These inequalities easily allow us to conclude that, at least on a small interval [0, T0] with T0 > 0,
the restriction of Γ to a suitable invariant ball of Q([0, T0];X) yields a contraction map, leading
us to the existence of a unique fixed-point for Γ, i.e., a unique solution to (31) on [0, T0].
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The extension of this solution to the whole interval [0, T ] follows from a standard patching
argument left to the reader. The bound (32) can then be derived from (33). 
4.5. Approximation results. We now propose to exhibit a few approximation results for the
constructions of the previous section, in the spirit of Lyons’ continuity properties of rough systems
(as recalled in Section 3.1). Remember that we focus on a generic γ-Hölder path X : [0, T ]→ A∗
with values in a given non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ), for some fixed γ > 13 , and that
the underlying filtration {At}t∈[0,T ] is the one generated by X. Our aim here is to show that,
as in the classical rough paths theory, the above constructions are continuous functionals of the
pair (X,X), in a sense to be precised.
For every sequence of partitions (Dn) of [0, T ] with mesh tending to zero, we denote by
{Xnt }t∈[0,T ] = {XD
n
t }t∈[0,T ] the sequence of linear interpolations of X along Dn, i.e., if Dn :=
{0 = t0 < t1 < . . . < tk = T},
Xnt := Xti +
t− ti
ti+1 − ti {Xti+1 −Xti} for t ∈ [ti, ti+1].
Then we define the sequence of approximated product Lévy areas by the natural formula: for
every U ∈ A⊗ˆA,
Xnst[U] = X
Dn
st [U] :=
∫ t
s
(U♯(δXn)su) · dXnu , (34)
where the integral is understood in the classical Lebesgue sense.
Proposition 4.16. Assume that there exists a path X ∈ C2γ2 (L(A→)) such that, as n tends to
infinity,
Xn → X in Cγ1 (A) and Xn → X in C2γ2 (L(A→)). (35)
Then X defines a product Lévy area above X (in the sense of Definition 4.4) and for all f, g ∈
P ∪ F3, it holds that∫
f(Xn) · dXn · g(Xn) n→∞−−−→ J (f(X) · dX · g(X)) in Cγ2 (A), (36)
where the integral in the limit is interpreted with Proposition 4.12. Similarly, for all f ∈ P ∪F3,
one has ∫
∂f(Xnu )♯dX
n
u
n→∞−−−→ J (∂f(X)♯dX) in Cγ2 (A), (37)
which in this case yields Itô’s formula δf(X) = J (∂f(X)♯dX).
Before we turn to the proof of this proposition, let us state the analogous approximation
result for the solution Y of (31). To this end, fix f = (f1, . . . , fm) ∈ Fm3 , g = (f∗1 , . . . , f∗m) or
(f∗m, . . . , f∗1 ), and denote by Y
n = Y D
n
the solution of the classical Lebesgue equation
Y n0 = A ∈ A∗ , dY nt =
∑m
i=1
fi(Y
n
t ) · dXnt · gi(Y nt ).
Theorem 4.17. Under the assumptions of Proposition 4.16, one has Y n
n→∞−−−→ Y in Cγ1 (A),
where Y is the solution of (31) given by Theorem 4.15.
In a similar way to the classical commutative case (see e.g. the proof of [12, Theorem 2.6]),
the key ingredient behind both Proposition 4.16 and Theorem 4.17 lies in the strong similarity
between the respective decompositions of the classical and the rough integrals, as emphasized by
Proposition 4.12, assertion (ii). For instance, regarding (4.12), we know that
J nst :=
m∑
i=1
∫ t
s
fi(X
n
u ) · dXnu · gi(Xnu ) = (Id− Λδ)st(Mn),
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where Mnst := U
n
s ♯(δX
n)st + [X
n
st × Id](Un,1s ) + [Id×Xn,∗st ](Un,2s ) and
Uns :=
∑m
i=1
fi(X
n
s )⊗ gi(Xns ),
U
n,1
s :=
∑m
i=1
∂fi(X
n
s )⊗ gi(Xns ) , Un,2s :=
∑m
i=1
fi(X
n
s )⊗ ∂gi(Xns ),
while Jst :=
∑m
i=1 Jst(fi(X) ·dX · gi(X)) expands in an exactly similar fashion (only remove the
n’s in the above formulas). Therefore, by setting Jst := −Λst(δM) and Jnst := −Λst(δMn), we
deduce that
Jst−J nst = (Us−Uns )♯(δX)st+Uns ♯δ(X−Xn)st+
[
(Xst−Xnst)×Id
]
(U1s)+
[
Id×(X∗st−Xn,∗st )
]
(U2s)
+
[
Xnst × Id
]
(U1s − U1,ns ) +
[
Id×Xn,∗st
]
(U2s − U2,ns ) +
[
Jst − Jnst
]
(38)
with an analogous splitting-up for
[
Jst − Jnst
]
(equivalently for δ(M −Mn)sut). The first four
terms of this decomposition are easy to bound (uniformly in n) thanks to the assumptions (35).
The fifth and sixth terms turn out to be more problematic in this setting. Indeed, the paths
U
1,n,U2,n may be not adapted to the filtration of X, which a priori prevents us from using the
uniform bound on N [Xn; C2γ2 (L(A→))]. Fortunately, we can overcome this difficulty with the
help of the following additional lemma:
Lemma 4.18. For every s ∈ [0, T ], denote by sn the smallest element of Dn strictly larger than
s, and define Ans as the algebra generated by {Xu}u≤sn (in other words, Ans := Asn). Then,
under the assumptions of Proposition 4.16, there exists a constant cX = c(X,X) such that for
every integer n ≥ 1,
N [Xn; C2γ2 (L(An→))] ≤ cX and N [Y n;Q(Xn)] ≤ cX . (39)
Proof. Let us also denote by sn− the largest element of Dn smaller than s.
Suppose first that s < sn ≤ t. Then, for all U, V ∈ Asn ,
Xnst[U ⊗ V ] = Xnssn [U ⊗ V ] +Xnsnt[U ⊗ V ] + U · (δXn)ssn · V · (δXn)snt.
As U, V ∈ Asn , we can rely on the assumptions of Proposition 4.16 to assert that
‖Xnsnt[U ⊗ V ]‖ ≤ c‖U‖‖V ‖|t− sn|2γ ≤ c‖U‖‖V ‖|t− s|2γ .
Then, using the assumptions of Proposition 4.16 again,
‖(δXn)ssn · V · (δXn)snt‖ ≤ c‖V ‖ |t− s|2γ .
Finally,
Xnssn [U ⊗ V ] = U ·
(sn − s)2
2(sn − sn−)2 (Xsn −Xsn−) · V · (Xsn −Xsn−),
and hence ‖Xnssn [U ⊗ V ]‖ ≤ c (sn−s)
2
(sn−sn−)2−2γ ‖U‖‖V ‖ ≤ c‖U‖‖V ‖ |t− s|
2γ .
Suppose now that sn− ≤ s < t < sn. Then, for all U, V ∈ Asn ,
Xnst[U ⊗ V ] = U ·
(t− s)2
2(sn − sn−)2 (Xsn −Xsn−) · V · (Xsn −Xsn−),
and so ‖Xnst[U⊗V ]‖ ≤ c‖U‖‖V ‖ |t−s|
2
|sn−sn−|2−2γ ≤ c‖U‖‖V ‖ |t− s|
2γ , which gives the uniform bound
on N [Xn; C2γ2 (L(An→))].
As for N [Y n;Q(Xn)], we can apply the results of Section 4.4 to the pair (Xn,Xn) (by working
with the filtration {AXnt }t∈[0,T ]): the inequality (32) then becomes
N [Y n;Q(Xn)] ≤ P (N [Xn; Cγ1 (A)],N [Xn, C2γ2 (L(AXn→ ))]),
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and the conclusion easily follows from the uniform bound on N [Xn; C2γ2 (L(An→))] that we have
just proved, since AXns ⊂ Ans for every s ∈ [0, T ]. 
Proof of Proposition 4.16. Go back to (38) and use the uniform bounds (39) (U1,n and U2,n being
clearly adapted to An) to get
N [J − J n; Cγ2 (A)] ≤ cX,f,g{N [X −Xn; Cγ1 (A)] +N [X−Xn; C2γ2 (L(A→))]},
which immediately allows us to conclude. The convergence (37) follows from similar arguments.
Finally, Itô’s formula is trivially checked by Xn (due to relations (9) and (10)), and we can pass
to the limit on both sides of the identity, which achieves the proof of our statement.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 4.17. Once endowed with the uniform bounds (39), the argument
follows closely the proof of the classical (commutative) case, and we only sketch its main steps.
With the decomposition (24) of Y (resp. Y n) as an element of Q(X) (resp. Q(Xn)) in mind,
we introduce the quantity
N [Y − Y n;Q(I)] := N [Y − Y n; Cγ1 (I;A)] +N [Y −Yn; Cγ1 (I;A⊗ˆA)] +N [Y ♭ − Y n,♭; C2γ2 (I;A)]
for any interval I of [0, T ]. Then we can show with the help of the previous estimates that for
every T0 ∈ [0, T ],
N [Y − Y n;Q([0, T0])]
≤ cX,f,g{N [X −Xn; Cγ1 (A)] +N [X−Xn; C2γ2 (L(A→))] + T γ0N [Y − Y n;Q([0, T0])]},
which gives the convergence on a small enough interval [0, T0]. The extension of the result to
[0, T ] is obtained by repeating the procedure (see the proof of [12, Theorem 2.6] for further
details). 
5. Application
In some way, the whole idea of the previous section can retrospectively be summed up as
follows: in order to define and study integrals of biprocesses against a given γ-Hölder path
X : [0, T ] → A (with γ > 13), we only need to exhibit a suitable product Lévy area X above X,
in the sense of Definition 4.4. When X is a free Brownian motion, there are two natural ways
to define X, which morally correspond to the Itô and Stratonovich product Lévy areas. The
definition of a product Lévy area above the q-Brownian motion remains an open problem when
q 6= 0, as we report it in Section 5.2.
5.1. The free Brownian motion case. Consider a free Brownian motion {Xt}t≥0 in a non-
commutative probability space (A, ϕ), with generated filtration {At}t≥0. As we mentionned it in
the introduction, the foundations of stochastic integration (of biprocesses) with respect to X has
been have been laid by Biane and Speicher in [2]. Their approach can be seen as the immediate
non-commutative counterpart for Itô’s classical construction of stochastic integrals with respect
to the standard Brownian motion. First, for any simple adapted biprocess U =
∑n
j=1A
j ⊗ Bj
(meaning that there exists times 0 ≤ t1 < . . . < tm for which Ajt = Ajti ∈ Ati , Bjt = Bjti ∈ Ati if
t ∈ [ti, ti+1) and Ajt = Bjt = 0 if t > tm), the integral of U with respect to X is defined by the
natural formula ∫ ∞
0
Uu♯dXu :=
n∑
j=1
m−1∑
k=0
Ajtk · (δX)tk tk+1 ·B
j
tk
.
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Then, the cornerstone towards an extension of this formula to more general biprocesses is the
following remarkable Burkholder-Gundy type inequality:
Theorem 5.1. [2, Theorem 3.2.1]. For any simple adapted biprocess U, one has∥∥∫ ∞
0
Uu♯dXu
∥∥2 ≤ 8∫ ∞
0
‖Uu‖2L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) du. (40)
Using this inequality, the definition of
∫
U♯dX can therefore be extended to any U in the
completion Ba∞ of the space of simple adapted biprocesses, with respect to the norm ‖Uu‖2Ba∞ :=∫∞
0 ‖Uu‖2L∞(ϕ⊗ϕ) du. By analogy, Biane and Speicher refer to
∫
U♯dX as the Itô integral of U.
Now, we can rely on this construction to define the Itô product Lévy area above X. Indeed,
given 0 ≤ s < t and U ∈ As⊗ˆAs, consider the biprocess Uu := [U♯δXsu] ⊗ 1 · 1[s,t](u). Using
the 12 -Hölder regularity of X, it is readily checked that U ∈ Ba∞ and by (40), it holds that
‖ ∫∞0 Uu♯dXu‖ ≤ c |t− s|, which allows us to justify the following definition:
Definition 5.2. We call Itô product Lévy area, and we denote by XI , the product Lévy area
above X (in the sense of Definition 4.4) defined by the formula: for every U ∈ As⊗ˆAs,
XIst[U] :=
∫ t
s
(U♯(δX)su) · dXu.
We will denote by J I the integral associated with XI via Proposition 4.12.
Remark 5.3. With the notations of Section 4, we have (implicitly) fixed γ = 12 here.
In this free Brownian setting, the consistency of our construction is ensured by the following
identification result:
Proposition 5.4. For all adapted controlled biprocess U ∈ Q(X) (see Definition 4.9), the inte-
gral J I(U♯dX) coincides with the Itô integral ∫ U♯dX.
Proof. By using the decomposition ofU as an element ofQ(X), we derive the following expansion
of the Itô integral: for all s < t,∫ t
s
Uu♯dXu = Us♯(δX)st + [X
I
st × Id](UX,1s ) + [Id×XI,∗st ](UX,2s ) +
∫ t
s
U♭su♯dXu,
and by inequality (40), we know that ‖ ∫ ts U♭su♯dXu‖ ≤ cU |t− s|3/2. Therefore, we have∫
U♯dX − J I(U♯dX) ∈ Ker δ ∩ C3/22 (A),
which gives us the identification by Proposition 4.1. 
As in the case of classical stochastic integrals (with respect to standard Brownian motion), it
turns out that Itô integral is not the most suited as far as approximation results are concerned:
we then have to turn to some non-commutative Stratonovich integral.
Proposition 5.5. With the notations of Section 4, fix γ ∈ (1/3, 1/2) and consider the sequence
(Xn) of linear interpolations of X along any partition (Dn) of [0, T ] with mesh |Dn| tending to
zero, as well as the sequence (Xn) of approximated Lévy areas. Then, as n tends to infinity, it
holds that
Xn → X in Cγ1 (A) and Xn → XS in C2γ2 (L(A→)),
where XS is the so-called Stratonovich product Lévy area defined by the formula: for every
U ∈ As⊗ˆAs,
XSst[U] := X
I
st[U] +
1
2
(t− s)(Id× ϕ)[U]. (41)
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In particular, the approximation results contained in Proposition 4.16 and Theorem 4.17 apply
(as far as the limits are concerned) to the Stratonovich integration procedure, i.e., to the integral
J S associated with XS via Proposition 4.12.
We recall that the map Id× ϕ involved in (41), and introduced in Lemma 3.3, is nothing but
the continuous extension of (Id× ϕ)(U ⊗ V ) := ϕ(V )U .
Before we turn to the proof of Proposition 5.5, let us observe that the transition between the
Itô integral J I and the Stratonovich integral J S is very easy to describe:
Proposition 5.6. Denote by Id×ϕ×Id the continuous extension of (Id×ϕ×Id)(U1⊗U2⊗U3) :=
ϕ(U2)U1U3 to A⊗ˆ3. Then, for any U ∈ Q(X) with decomposition (25), one has
J Sst(U♯dX) = J Ist(U♯dX) +
1
2
∫ t
s
(Id× ϕ× Id)[UX,1u + UX,2u ] du. (42)
Proof. It is a straightforward consequence of Corollary 4.13, upon noticing that
X
S,∗
st [U] = X
I,∗
st [U] +
1
2
(t− s)((Id× ϕ)[U∗])∗ = XI,∗st [U] +
1
2
(t− s)(ϕ× Id)[U].

For instance, according to Proposition 4.10, if f, g ∈ P ∪F2, (42) becomes
J Sst(f(X) · dX · g(X)) = J Ist(f(X) · dX · g(X))
+
1
2
∫ t
s
[
(Id× ϕ)(∂f(Xu)) · g(Xu)
]
du+
1
2
∫ t
s
[
f(Xu) · (ϕ× Id)(∂g(Xu))
]
du.
Moreover, by combining Proposition 4.16 with Proposition 5.6, we immediately recover the fol-
lowing particular case of Biane-Speicher’s Itô formula (see [2, Propositions 4.3.2 and 4.3.4]): for
all f ∈ P ∪ F3,
δ(f(X))st = J Sst(∂f(X)♯dX) = J Ist(∂f(X)♯dX) +
∫ t
s
[Id× ϕ× Id](∂2f(Xu)) du.
The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.5. Note that our argument
heavily relies on the freeness property of the increments of the free Brownian motion. Thus, the
two following technical lemmas will be involved in the procedure.
Lemma 5.7. On a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ), let Y1, . . . , Yn be a family of free
centered and semicircular random variables, and let Z be another random variable freely inde-
pendent of {Y1, . . . , Yn}. Then the family Y1ZY1, . . . , YnZYn is free as well.
Proof. We use the notations of [28]. According to [28, Theorem 11.20], and by setting Xi :=
YiZYi, we need to prove that for all m ≥ 2, κm[Xi1 , . . . ,Xim ] = 0 whenever there exist j 6= l ∈
{1, . . . ,m} such that ij 6= il.
Fix such a set of indexes (i1, . . . , im) ∈ {1, . . . , n}m. By [28, Theorem 11.12], it holds that
κm[Xi1 , . . . ,Xim ] =
∑
π∈NC(3m)
π∨0ˆm=1m
κπ[Yi1 , Z, Yi1 , Yi2 , Z, Yi2 , . . . , Yim , Z, Yim ].
In what follows, we denote by (j, ij) ∈ {1, . . . ,m}×{1, . . . , n} the triplet (3(j−1)+1, 3(j−1)+
2, 3(j − 1) + 3) ∈ {1, . . . , 3m}3 endowed with the ’color’ ij .
Suppose that there exists π ∈ NC(3m) such that π ∨ 0ˆm = 1m and
κπ[Yi1 , Z, Yi1 , . . . , Yim , Z, Yim ] 6= 0.
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Then, since π∨ 0ˆm = 1m, there exists at least one link in π connecting two sets (j, ij) and (k, ik)
with ij 6= ik. Pick the closest sets (j, ij) and (k, ik) satisfying this condition (if there exist more
than two such closest pairs, choose one of them randomly). (j, ij) and (k, ik) are necessarily
connected (within a block b of π) by their respective centers, i.e., by (3(j − 1) + 2, 3(k − 1) + 2),
because otherwise κπ[Yi1 , Z, Yi1 , . . . , Yim , Z, Yim ] = 0. Also, by definition, the block b does not
interact with the sets (j + 1, ij+1), . . . , (k − 1, ik−1). Consider now the inner points to this link,
i.e., the points S := {3(j−1)+3, 3(j −1)+4, . . . , 3(k−1)+1}. These points must be connected
together by a non-crossing partition π˜ ∈ NC(3(k − j) − 1). However, there exists only an odd
number of points in S with color ij , which implies that
κπ˜[Yij , Yij+1 , Z, Yij+1 , Yij+2 , Z, Yij+2 , . . . , Yik−1 , Z, Yik−1 , Yik ] = 0,
since for every i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, κp[Yi] = 0 if p 6= 2. Therefore, κπ[Yi1 , Z, Yi1 , . . . , Yim , Z, Yim ] = 0,
which achieves the proof of the lemma. 
Lemma 5.8. [31, Lemma 3.2]. On a non-commutative probability space (A, ϕ), let Y1, . . . , Yn be
a family of free centered random variables. Then one has
‖Y1 + · · · + Yn‖ ≤ sup
i
‖Yi‖+
(∑n
i=1
‖Yi‖2L2(ϕ)
)1/2
.
Let us also recall the following first-order approximation results for X, proved in [30, Propo-
sition 6].
Lemma 5.9. With the notations of Proposition 5.5, for every small ε > 0, there exists a constant
c such that for every integer n ≥ 1 and all 0 ≤ s < t ≤ T , one has both
‖(δXn)st‖ ≤ c |t− s|1/2 and ‖δ(Xn −X)st‖ ≤ c |Dn|ε |t− s|1/2−ε .
We are now in a position to prove our main assertion.
Proof of Proposition 5.5. Fix s < t and denote by D˜n the subdivision obtained by adding the
two times s, t to Dn. In what follows, we will write X˜n for the linear interpolation of X along
D˜n and Xˆn :=
∑
tˆi
Xtˆi1[tˆi,tˆi+1) where {tˆ1 < . . . < tˆn} := D˜n ∩ [s, t].
By using Lemma 5.9 only, it is readily checked that for every U ∈ As⊗ˆAs,
‖XDnst [U]−XD˜
n
st [U]‖ ≤ c‖U‖ |t− s|1−ε |Dn|ε. (43)
So, we are left with the estimation of
XD˜
n
st [U]−XSst[U] =
∫ t
s
(U♯X˜nu ) · dX˜nu −
∫ t
s
(U♯Xu) · dXu − 1
2
(t− s)(Id⊗ ϕ)[U].
To this end, write for every U ∈ As⊗ˆAs,∫ t
s
U♯X˜nu · dX˜nu =
n−1∑
k=1
1
tˆk+1 − tˆk
∫ tˆk+1
tˆk
U♯
(
Xtˆk +
u− tˆk
tˆk+1 − tˆk
(δX)tˆk tˆk+1
) · du · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1
=
n−1∑
k=1
U♯Xtˆk · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1 +
1
2
n−1∑
k=1
U♯(δX)tˆk tˆk+1 · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1
=
∫ t
s
U♯Xˆnu · dXu +
1
2
n−1∑
k=1
U♯(δX)tˆk tˆk+1 · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1 . (44)
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Then, thanks to (40), one has
∥∥ ∫ t
s
U♯Xˆnu · dXu −
∫ t
s
U♯Xu · dXu
∥∥ ≤ c‖U‖(∫ t
s
‖Xˆnu −Xu‖2 du
)1/2
≤ c‖U‖
( n−1∑
k=1
∫ tˆk+1
tˆk
‖Xtˆk −Xu‖2 du
)1/2
≤ c‖U‖
( n−1∑
k=1
∫ tˆk+1
tˆk
(u− tˆk) du
)1/2
≤ c‖U‖|Dn|ε |t− s|1−ε .
As far as the second term of (44) is concerned, one has, if U =
∑
j Uj ⊗ Vj ∈ As ⊗As,
1
2
n−1∑
k=1
U♯(δX)tˆk tˆk+1 · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1 −
1
2
(t− s)(Id× ϕ)(U)
=
1
2
∑
j
Uj ·
{ n−1∑
k=1
(δX)tˆk tˆk+1 · {Vj − ϕ(Vj)} · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1 + ϕ(Vj)
n−1∑
k=1
{(δX)2
tˆk tˆk+1
− (tˆk+1 − tˆk)}
}
.
Now, thanks to Lemma 5.8, it is easy to check that
∥∥ n−1∑
k=1
{(δX)2
tˆk tˆk+1
− (tˆk+1 − tˆk)}
∥∥ ≤ c|Dn|ε |t− s|1−ε ,
and by combining Lemma 5.7 and Lemma 5.8, we also deduce (remember that Vj ∈ As)
∥∥ n−1∑
k=1
(δX)tˆk tˆk+1 · {Vj − ϕ(Vj)} · (δX)tˆk tˆk+1‖ ≤ c‖Vj‖|Dn|ε |t− s|
1−ε .
The conclusion readily follows. 
5.2. Open problem: product Lévy area above the q-Brownian motion when q 6= 0.
The issue of integrating a biprocess against the q-Brownian motion {Xt}t≥0 (for every fixed q ∈
(−1, 1)) has been studied by Donati-Martin in [15], with the exhibition of a few analogous results
as in the free case. Nevertheless, at this point, there exists no equivalent for the Burkholder-
Gundy inequality (40) when q 6= 0. In the latter case, the construction of the integral relies on
a suitable isometry property in the space L2(ϕ) (see [15, Proposition 3.3]), without any control
with respect to the operator norm ‖ · ‖L∞(ϕ). Such a control in L∞(ϕ) for our product Lévy
area
∫ t
s U♯(δX)su · dXu (see Definition 4.4, assertion (ii)) turns out to be fundamental for our
differential calculus arguments to work.
Of course, the product Lévy area is only a very particular case of a stochastic integral, and
rather than trying to go back to some preexisting general integration theory, a possible idea is
to focus on the direct construction of the area (and the area only), similarly to [7, Section 4].
Thus, we would be tempted to study the convergence (in L∞(ϕ)) of the Riemann sums
Inst :=
2n−1∑
i=0
U♯(δX)stni · (δX)tni tni+11{tni ≥s}1{tni+1≤t}, tni :=
i
2n
,
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for all 0 ≤ s < t ≤ 1 and U ∈ As⊗ˆAs. Unfortunately, one must face a major problem in this
situation. Consider (for instance) the difference
In+101 − In01 =
2n−1∑
i=0
U♯(δX)tn+12i t
n+1
2i+1
· (δX)tn+12i+1tn+12i+2 .
Then, using this expression, the classical extension argument would consist in exhibiting an
estimate of the form
‖In+101 − In01‖L∞(ϕ) ≤ ‖U‖ vn, with
∑
n≥1
vn < ∞, (45)
but such a control seems difficult to reach when q 6= 0 (the inequality in the free case can be
derived from (40)). Using the ultracontractivity results of [4], we know that (45) holds true for
U of the form c (U ⊗ 1) (c ∈ C, U ∈ A0), but we fail to settle a conditioning argument (based
on the fact that U ∈ A0⊗ˆA0) from this observation.
Remark 5.10. Another possible line of generalization (that we will not examine in this paper
though) would be the construction of a stochastic integral with respect to more general free
Gaussian processes (as defined in [5]), in the same way as classical commutative rough paths
theory extends beyond the Brownian case ([16]). For instance, in the spirit of [9], we may expect
the results of Section 4 to apply to any free fractional Brownian motion with Hurst index H > 13
(i.e., to any free Gaussian process {Xt}t≥0 with covariance ϕ(XsXt) = 12{s2H+ t2H−|t− s|2H}).
Besides, the algebraic reasoning that led us to the definition of the integral (see Section 4.2) can
certainly be generalized to higher orders, by exhibiting the need for higher-order product iterated
integrals, just as in the classical setting.
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